Open Sesame is an easy to use, and easy to install door deadbolt lock accessory, allowing any bolt lock to be controlled from an app via Bluetooth®, while not hindering the normal use of the lock.

The user interface is through a simple app, offering easy setup, user sign up and login, and lock and door status.

The lid – simple removal of top portion for battery replacement

The handle – used manually lock or unlock the door

The crank – attaches to the door’s deadbolt and driven via the gear assembly or handle

The gear assembly – Bevel gears with a 5:1 ratio

The main housing – holds the motor and circuit board in place

Wifi connectivity allows updates and locking control even when you’re away from the door

Relative headings given by an eCompass allow for accurate detection of a door that has been left open.

Bluetooth® allows for fast and reliable control when you’re close or when internet is unavailable.